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The President therr invited Mr, W. H. R. Webb to read the
following paper :-

Some Notes on Electric Interlocking.
By W. H. R. WEBB (11ember).
(Diagrams--lnset Sheets Nos. 12-15),
Considered in its broadest sense, interlocking is the foundation
of the art ancl practice of signalling as we know it to-day.
Briefly defined, interlocking is any means used to prevent the
completion of some particular function except under predetermined condit ions. This defini t ion is of course a broad one.
The particular function referred to may be some act on the
part of a signalman , such as pulling a lever, or it may compri.se
t he operation of a particular piece of apparatus, such as a point
machine or a relay. Expressed in non-technical language interlocking may be considered as a means use d to prevent two events
occurring simultaneously, and to compel sequential operation.
It would be beyond the scope of a paper such as this to give
a comprehensive survey of all the means which have been
adopted from time to time for this purpose ; but it has been the
Author's aim to present in a simple manne r some notes on the
methods at present in use and the tre n d of future development
in the hope tha.t these may form the basis for a discussion. In
order to preserve a logical sequence and for the sake of completc·ness a number of details have been included which may appear
somewhat elementary, and for this the Author asks the indulgence
of those already familiar with them.
The func t ion of interlocking is two-fold . Primarily it is a
safety device; that is to say , it is for the purpose of prevent ing
collisions or derailments.
Its secondary func t ion is to facilitate
traffic movements , This distinction is made for the purpo~c
of considering the methods employed, a s means required to fulfil
the primary object may be entirely unnecessary when only the
secondary object need be considered. Considered in detail,
the objects to be attained for the pn rpose of safety are :1. Prevention of conflicting train movements.
2. Insuring the integrity of the route during t he passage
of a train.
3. Checking the correctness of the signal indication
displayed to t he driver.
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The requirements from a traflic point of view arc in most
cases individual to particular local conditions, but the following
general principles are enumerated :1. The releasing of route locking as early as possible,
2. Speed of operation.
3. Ease of manipulation.

Prevention of Conflictin~ Train Movements.
Since the introductiQn of the first interlocking frame the
fundamental principle of interlocking between the various levers
controlling points, signals, etc. has undergone very little change,
although considerable. ingenuity has been shown by inventors
in perfecting the details of the mcchanica.l locking frame itsclL
With the advent of power signalling and track circuiting
othe r safely devices were added to the int erlocking but these
were in every case regarded mere ly as adjuncts to the mechanical

locking itself, on which reliance was placed fundamentally for
the prevention of conllicting train movements.
This is equally tnie of most present-day installations, although
the means of accomplishing the locking have u ndergone some
changes. The earliest power frames were provided with interlocking operating on the tappet principle, and various means,
all more or less con1plicated, were employed to insure corres -

pondence between the lever and the function to be operated.
Tappet locking, although perfectly satisfactory in service,
suffered certa in disadvantages from an operating and maintenance
point of vie,v, For exampJe, it was necessary when numbering
a large frame to consider not only the best numbering from an
operating point of view, i .e., the be st groupinf; of points and
signals for easy manipulation , but it was required also to consider
the mechanical necessity of keeping the locking bars of reasonable
length and of accommodating the locking in the space available_
Furthermore,
when locking changes had to be made a
considerable amount uf work was involved .
In addition to mechanical locking, the levers of these power
frames were provided with electric locks operated by t rack
circuits and also with similar electric locks operated by indication
magnets, for the purpose of proving correspondence between the
lever and the operated function. \Vit h the incr ease of power
interlocking more and more reliance was placed on these electric
locks, so that it was a logical development that eventually the,
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interlocking between levers should also be accomplLshed by
their use.
We shall use the t erm " electric lever interlocking " to
distinguLsh this from electric interlocking in general.
Electric lever interlocking, besides overcoming the clisadvantages of tappet locking mentioned above , has resulted in
other improvements. The frame can be accommodated entirely
above floor level, and the sections of the frame need not
necessar ily be fixed in a straight line.
Installation is simpler as the very accurate levelling necessar y
with mechanic al locking is not req uired. In some cases the
wiring of the frame can be done in the factory. This has
particular advantages for frames to be shipped abroad, where
skilled locking fitters would not be available for erection. The
accompanying lantern slides illustrate some typical installations.
Let us now examine generally the methods used to obtain
lever interlocking electrically.
The Jocking frame consists primarily of slides or miniature
levers, each fitted with one or more electric locks, and each
carrying a set of contacts for the cont rol and selection of the
various signal and point operating circuits. In addition each
lever is provid ed wit h a set of contacts, usually of the rotary
type, for the purpose of locking or releasing other levers.
This set of contac t s fulfils the same fun ction as the locking
trough and tappets on a mechanically Jocked frame. The
elimination of the locking trough has involved certain changes
in design. In particular it has permitted the structure of the
frame to be lighter and more compact.
The rotary contacts themselves next call for consideration.
lnterlt)c!<lng contacts (, .e. those used in interlocking circuits )
require to be set with greater accuracy than is necessar y for
contacts used only in operating circuits. This may be achieved
either by providing a means for accurate adjnstment of each
individual contact, or alternatively by provicling an increased
stroke on the contact carrying shaft t hus giving a greater trave l
between the various contact positions.

Interlocking Circuits,
Before considering the interlocking frame in further detai l
it is proposed to discuss brie fly the circuits involved. Plate l
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shows diagrammatically the fundamental
mechanical locks
with the equivalent written circuits for electrical interlocking.
Figure l shows the standard symbols used to designate the
various lever positions. The actual angular displacements of
the lever or contact sha ft corresponding t o these symbols will
vary with the practice of different makers, and will depend on
the design of the mechanical parts of the frame. Figure 2 shows
a typical circuit for the clernenta,,r case of a direct lock between
lever 1 and lever 2. lt will be apparent that whereas in most
types of mechanical Jocking if l locks 2, 2 must of necessity lock
I ; in electric locking this is not the case, and each lock and its
converse must he treated individually. This feature can sometimes be utilised to provide special facilities by providing a lock
while omitting the converse.
Assumin!( that l is to be released by 2, together with the
converse of 2 backlockcd by l, the circuit would appear as Fig. 3.
The ca.~c of both way locking is similarly illustrated by Fig. '1.
Conditional locking is effected in a rela tively simple manner as
shown in Fig. 5. Here again the consequential backlock on lever
2 must not be overlooked. This will probably not appear in
the locking table, but in many cases it will be found that the
condition is already covered by either l or 3 locking 2 both ways.
The complete circuit will then appear as Fig. 6.
It must be understood that the above circuits arc typicals
drawn to illustrate the principles involved, The complete
circuits will have to be arranged to suit the arrangements of
electric locks on the particular frame in question. For example,
some frames are fitted with only one lock to each lever, this lock
serving both for the purpose of lever interlocking , and also for
track locking. Secondly, two locks per lever may be provided,
one ol which performs the fu nction of lever interlocking, while
the other takes care of track circuit locking, indication locking
if used, and back locking. Yet a third variation is to provide
two locks per lever, bo th of which perform lever locking and
track locking, but one lock functions in the normal and normal
indication position only, while the other performs a similar
function in the reverse and reverse indication positions. The
twu former variations a.re illustra t ed on Plate II Figures 7 and 8
showing typical circuits for a signal lever, and Figures 9 anrl 10
showing typical circuits for a point lever.
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I t will be seen in the example shown in Figu,e 7 that the back
lock on lever 6 occurs in the normal indication position of the
lever, irrespective of whethe r this is caused by the dropping of
6TR or by lever 9 having been pulled. In Figure 8 due to the
fact that two locks are emp loyed the back lock due to a track
circuit will occur in the normal indication position but that
due to a lever will occur in the full reverse position. The necessity
for lever 6 to be backlocked by lever ll arises from rotation
locking between 6 and 9, and is the converse ot the condition
" \) released by 6 " which would appear on a separate circuit
concerning lever ll. This rotation locking is an example of locking
provided rather for traffic purposes than from considerations of
safety, and is dealt wit h in more detail below during the discussion of a complete circuit.
Referring t o Figure 9 it may not at first sight be obvious why
lever 13 locks 12 in t he normal position, while lever l\ locks 12
in the reverse position. The reason !or this will be fOlrnd by
considering the reciprocal condition, which is" 6 released by 12,"
so that lever 6 cannot be moved until 12 has been reversed, after
which the pulling of lever 6 must Jock 12 in the reverse position.
As an illustration of the applicat ion of the above principles
some examples have been chosen from the circuits used in t he
recently completed installation of electric inte rlocking at
Mancbcstcr Central, Cheshire ·Lines Rai lway, which members
have the opportunity of inspecting during the present meeting.
Figure ll show, the circuit for point levers C'los. i'iO and 60,
which may be identified on the plan Plate IV Figu r e 13.
An extract from the locking table for these two levers is as
follows:Levf}1·

Released

No.

by

59

Nil.

56.57.58.0r.

60

59

4 .,4.6 4.76.

74

Nil or 87
or 88

Locks i n
I'Y~or
mal

,Positirm

5_:;(1.rr.2 5 .w.87N

88N)

(2.12 .26.,-1.·.8;R).
(3. t3.27.w.88R).
(48.49.w .8q~).
(44.w.89R).

Loe/t s
N&-R

Back.Jocked by

Kil.

4.14.60 (r.z5. 1·26 .w
92R.1.01R).75.

.Nil.

5.15.

87.88

(116.117.w.89R)
(12j.L:.!6.w

,89~)
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In order to check the circuits against the locking table it must
·be remembered that the locking appearing from the circuits
will actually be the reciprocal of that appearing in the table.
The locking for levers Nos. 59 and 60 reconstructed from the
circuit diagnL'll would appear as follows :Locked.

Lever

Rel.r,ased

Locked by : Backfocked

No.

by :

by :

59

Nil.

4.[4.60.75

b(Jth

Lrtcked by

ways by :

trachs :

(r25-126.

w.92R.

ItnR)•
60

5-1 5

59
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Figure 12 shows the locking for a signal lever No. 74 shunt
signal. When decoded this will read :Lever .No.

ReleaStJd by :

74

Nil.

Loclt ed by:
(1.11.25

0.}L

Hackloclted b-y :

55.

.w.SiK.88N)

87

(2.12.26.w .87R)

O.l<. 88

(.i.13 ..27.w.88R)
(44.w.89H)
{48.49.w.8 9K)

(125.126.w.89N)
(I 16.117.w.89R}
track circ-uit 168.

Referring to the locking !or lever Ko. 59 marked • above,
this is an example of locking introduced for traffic purposes rather
than purely for safety. This piece of locking is intended to
prevent a passenger train from the Up B. Route being routed
over 92R.56R. or 92R.59),. This move is only permitted for a
slow speed shunt move, i.e. a move made with points 101 normal.
Referring again to t he circuit for lever 50 it will be seen that
before the lock can be freed, not only must lever 58 controlling
the trap points in " B " Road Middle be normal, but the circuit
is also taken over the point detection relay to prove the position
of the points themselves. This will be referred to later when
considering generally the subject of correspondence between points
and lever. In the installation at present under consideration
all points requiring to be set for trap protection are so proved.
An alternative method of obtainin~ the same result is to electrically detect trap points in the circuits of the signals reading over
the routes wruch the trap points are protecting.
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In this installation both facing and trailing points in the
direct route of a signal arc so detected, and the point circuit is
such that unless the points and the lever are in correspondence
the point detection relay will be de-energised.
A further point to be noted on this circuit is the provision of
a'' lock free "light for each lever. This is an indication light in
parallel with the lock circuit which is illuminated when the lock
is energised. This feature is provided as an assistance to the
operator both for showing when levers are free from track or
route Jocking and also for indicating when the lever is free of
locking by other levers.
Insuring the Integrity of the Route.
At a mechanical interlocking the safeguards used to prevent
points being thrown during the passage of a train are firstly
facing point bars, which are of necessity of limited length, and
secondly the spacing of signals in such a manner that a train is
always under the immediate control of the signalman. Due to
the mechanical locking the signal levers when reversed hold
facing and trailing points locked ahead of and sometimes also
in the rear of the signals concerned. Beyond t his the responsibility rests with the signalman to protect the train against
derailment.
By providing track circuits covering every pair of points a
much more positive safe1;uard is provided, as these track
eircuits definitely lock the corresponding point levers. ',Vhere
power signalling with complete track circuiting is provided this
form of locking is universally used and is known as " detector
locking," or" track locking."
The detector locking therefore takes care of matters while
the train is actually passing over the points, but it is of equal
importance to prevent any movement while a train is approaching ; that is to say during the time which elapses after a driver
has accepted a signal and before the first pair of wheels has
dropped the detector track circuit. This is usually accomplished
by means of " backlocking " the signal lever. This bacldock
becomes effective in the normal indication (B) position and
prevents the return of the lever to normal until such time as the
points arc held by detector locking. During this time the point
levers are therefore held by the lever interlocking, and subsequently by direct track locking.
6
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When the backlock on the signal lever is controlled by track
circuits in advance of the signal the term " approach locking "
is used. Sometimes the approach locking is applied directly
to the point opera ting circuit.
Figure 14 has been drawn to illus t rate the electrical means
that may be used for the purpose of hol ding the route during
the passage of a train. Theoretically the minimum length of the
approach period V -Wis a function of the braking distance.
That
is to say, the distance V-X should be such that if lever l should
be put back in the face of a train approaching at V, the train
can be brought to rest before reaching X. During this period
the lever is backlocked.
\¥hen the end of the route is reached,
that is to say during the period Z-Y, poin t s No. 3 are held by
direct track locking. There remains the distance X-Y to be
considered.
This may be covered by extending the backlock
on lever 1 to the point Y. ln t h e case of a busy yard, this may
unduly
retard
traffic movements.
By providing
sectional
release route locking, the back-lock on t he signal lever may be·
released at the point X, the points ahead remaining locked by the
release route locking relays, The action of these will be explained
later. Points :No. 4 will now be free to be moved as soon as the
train is clear of t rack cim1it C.
In cases where sectional release route locking is to be installed
care should be taken in preparing the tables of lever interlocking
that no locking is provided which might defeat the object of the
release route locking.
For instance, in the example shown, if lever 2 were to lock
lever 4, as would be usual in mechanical practice, then in spite
of the fact that points 4 had been freed by the release route
locking relays when track circuit C picked up, actually they could
not be pulled until t rack D was clear allowing lever 2 to be restored
normal.
An example of route locking is to be found at Manchester
Central on signal No. 127, the Home signal for the Up B route.
The circuits required arc shown on Figure 15. First it will be
seen that an approach lock is provided by track circuit 12:'i and
that this approach lock also has a time release set to free the
route one minute after the lever has been replaced to the normal
indication position.
This time release takes the form of a
thermal valve, the heating element being controlled by a " B "
contact on the signal lever. After a certain time the " hot "
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contact of the valve makes and short-circuits the signal stick
relay. This relay dropping breaks the cireuit to the heating
element and allows the valve to cool making the " cold " contact.
With this contact made and the stick relay down the approach
lock release is obtained. Other common devices used for the
same purpose are time element relays operated on the vane
principle ; clockwork releases, mercury dashpot releases, hand
screw releases, etc.
The hacklocking period comprises track circuits 126 and 127,
track circuit 125 being included for approach locking. It will be
noted that when track circuit 126 drops the signal stick relay
also drops, but that the backlock is not released until both tracks
127 and 12(1 arc clear. This shunting of the approach track
by the dropping of the stick relay is necessary as a general
principle as otherwise if a train were to occupy the approach
track before the precceding train had cle,ued the backlocking
tracks, it would be impossible subsequently to replace the signal
lever without making use of the time release. These remarks
of course only apply to semi-automatic signals.
Let us now suppose that a route is set up over the crossover
from the Up B route to the Up A with 99 and 93 points reversed.
Before the backlock on 1' o. l.27 lever is freed by the clearing of
track circuit 127, track 128 will be occupied thus locking points
99. It will also be noted that when lever 127 is reversed stick
relay 128US drops and that this in turn drops relays 138US,
l51US and l48US, these relays locking points 9() and 93. The
drcuits are so arranged that when lever 127 is returned to normal
these sectional release stick relays do not pick up until the train
has passed over tlie respective track circuits by which they are
controlled. The route is therefore always locked ahead of the
train, but is free behind it.
\Vbile discussing sectional release route locking, it may be
of interest to consider how the route stick relays may he used to
advantage in the lever interlocking, particularly where locking
is provided for traffic purposes. For example, lever 127 is
released by levers ll6/ll 7 or by 125/126, as the operating department wish to prevent trains being held at the inner home signals.
It is therefore necessary for these levers to be backlocked by lever
127.
It will be apparent that if this backlock were provided by a.
normal contact on lever 127, that as soon as this lever were
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replaced it would be possible in the absence of approach locking
to restore whichever of the releasing levers had been previously
pulled. The final route stick relay is therefore used for this
purp9se, thus maintaining the hacklock on this lever in exactly
the same manner as would be done ii it were a point lever.
This same principle is maintained in connection with the
platform starting si;_'llals which arc released by signals on the
outgoing gantry Nos. 41/42, 44, 46/47 and 48(49. It will be
noted that this locking can be released by means of an automatic
time release, as would be done with a normal approach lock.
The use made of back to back locking and rotation locking
at Manchester Central introduced other problems into the
release route locking for which special circui t s were devised.
For instance the set back signals 74, 75, 76, etc. lock the signals
on the outgoing gantry.
Now suppose a move is to he made from
one of the platforms, which requires the clearing of shunt signal
46 on the gantry, and that the next move is to set back using No.
75. The train is now standing on track circuits 164, 105 and
probably 166, Ko backlock can be provided for lever 46 as this
lever must be replaced before ~o, 75 can be pulled. Sectional
release route locking is therefore ltsed to hold the points ahead,
i,e. Nos. 100, \l8 and 105 or 100, !JG, ll7, 95. Once lever 46 has
been pulled with a train approaching the signal this locking
remains in force until the train has either passed through the
route or set hack in the opposite direction.

Indication Locking,.
Reference has been made ear lier in this paper to the subject
of correspondence between lever and operated function. The
general use of colour light signals in modern installations reso lves
this into a question of correspondence between points and the
point levers. Correspondence between the signal lever and the
signal mechanism or control relay can he simply taken care of
by means of in dication locking , That is tu say, a contact on
the signal relay or mechanism is introduced into the circuit for
the backlock on the signal lever , so that unless the mechanism
has returned correctly to danger the lever cannot he replaced,
and consequently the lever interlocking prevents any conflic ting
movement until the fault has hecn rect ified. Jn addition
indication lights repeating the signal aspect are usually placed
berund the lever. Here practice varies somewhat, some Traffic
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Departments requiring each aspect of the signal to be repeated,
while others are content with an "off" indication only, rely ing
on the indication lock and the extinguishing of the " off "
indication to prove correspondence in the danger position.
In the case of point levers, correspondence is of particular
importance, as it will be readily appreciated that there is little
value in the interlocking between levers llnless the points themselves arc in correspondence. ln earlier installations indication
locks on the point lever were used for this purpose, these locks
being controlled from a polarised indication relay, or in the
scheme known as " dynamic indication " by curren t gener ated
by the over-run of the point operating mo t or.
The use of indication locks made it necessary for the oper ator
to wait for each point machine to complete its stro ke before
pulling the next lever, and in order to increase speed of rnanipula tion their use has in many later installations been discarded.
If this is clone the onus of proving points in their correct
position is placed on the point dete ction relays, which in turn
govern the signal operating cirwits.
It is therefore essential
that the point operating and detection circuits slwuld be fully
protected against crosses and should be immune frorn false
operation. The circuits and devices used to obtain this reslllt
do not come within the scope of the present paper, but their
importance is here stressed as the tendency of mo clern interlocking is to rely to some considerab]e extent on their integrity.
The question of correspondence becomes particularly acute
in the case ol trap points. Earlier in this paper two methods
were mentioned ; these were :
(a) to introduce contacts on the point detection relays
into the lever lock circuits, and
(b) to detect trap poin ts in the signal circu it s.
Method (a) is perhaps a little more conserva t ive tha n met hod
(b) as it ensures that the road is set to give trap protection
irrespective of whether a signal is cleared or not, so that protection is retained shollld a movement be made withollt signal
protection. On the other hand should a detection failure occur
the lever interlocking will be tied up. )1cthod (h), while removing
this possible cause of failure from the interlock ing, introduces
the possibility of breaking the signal control due to momentary
de-energization of the detection relay, caused possibly by the
movement o( a train on a parallel track.
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Jt will now be apparent that if the int erlocking usually
associa t ed with the levers should be transferred directly to the
operated uniis, the q uestion of correspondence then ceases
to have any importance as a safety measure.

Relay Interlocking.
Let us first consider th e effect of removing all lever interlocking from a modern power frame , ,vhilc retaining only the
electrical point detection, track circuit control and route locki ng.
The electrical detec t ion would prevent the clearing of a signal
until the route had been properly lined up, but there would be
nothing to prevent the clearing of two opposing signals at the
~an1c time.
Further one can imagine that signalm en would experience
some difficulty learning to set up routes without any interlocking
to guide them.
In the development of relay interlocki n g it therefore became
necessary to design circuits which would give positive protection
against opposing movements, and furrush a means of control
wlrich would permit the rapid setting of a rou te without t he
aid of interlocking.
This was accomplished by abandoning
the conventional type of lever frame in favour of a graphic control
board.
The accompanying photograph shows the general appearance
of a graphic control hoard.
The t rack layout is reproduced in
rniniat ure on a panel within easy reach uf the sib'tlalman. This
panel carries keys to control the various signals and points,
located in such a manner as to be easily associated in the mind of
the operator with t heir respective funct ions. This association
is geographical instead of n umerical.
The panel also carries indication lights for conveying to the
signalman whatever information m ay be considered necessary,
such as t rack occupancy, signal and point indications.
In the
examp le shown on Plate VI the indications given are :-•1. Track occupancy {light normally out).
2. Signal indication (by a lamp illuminated when si;;nal
and control key are out of correspondence).
3. Point indication (by a correspondence light as for the
signals).
4. A lock light for each pair of points indicating that they
are locked either by rou t e locking or by the clearing
of a signal reading over them.
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In order that the route set up may be seen at a glance
the points on the diagram respond to the action
of the point control keys or alternatively may be
arranged t o move in correspondence with the
points on the ground.
The control board is normally dark in order to prevent eye
strain and by relieving him of all physical clfort it is claimed
that one man can handle a greater number of tr ain movements
than would be possible with an ordinary power frame.
Regarding the circuits used for relay interlocking, it is not
possible "ithin the limits of this paper to touch more t han the
fringe of the subject, taking as an example the circuit. for
preventing opposing movements. This circuit will be examined
only from the point of view of the int erlocking principle involved ,
and is reproduced on Plate VI, Figure rn.
Each control key has associated with it a stick relay, GZ
in the case of a signal lever, and \VZ for a point lever.
Each route io be signalled is represented by two route relays
(RR ) connected in series, and associated ·with each pair of points
is a lock relay (L). The interlocking bet ween these various
units is obtained as follows :
Firstly, the circuit of the lock relay includes whatever
approach and route loclting may be desired and is then broke n
through back contacts al the signal (GZ) relays. This circnit
therefo re provides that the clearing of a signal locks all points
in the ro11te, as the L relay in t urn controls the point operating
circuit.
Secondly, the pick-up circuit for a signal control (GZ) relay
is through a back contact of t he corresponding RR or route relay.
When relay IGZ picks llp a holding cirwit is provided over its
own front contact, and at the same time positive battery is
applied to the rout e relay circuit lRR. Now, provided that the
points in the route arc correctly set (proved by front contacts on
the point correspondence relays, in this case 4N\~'CR), a.nd also
that t he points are locked, proved by back contacts in the lock
relays (in the example 4L) , the circuit is complete d to negative
over a back contact of the opposing signal control relay 3GZ.
Relays !RR and 3RR therefore pick up in series, and remain so
until the signal key 1 is restored. While this condition exists it
will be seen that all opposing and conflicting movements will be
prevented. It will be noted that for a movement in the opposite
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direction, using signal 3, route relays I RR and :{RR are again
energised, but th.is time by current flowing through their win dings
in the reverse direction.
Point control is accomplished hy the polarised control relay
\VZ. As a matter of convenience a cen t re ta.pped battery is
employed which feeds either positive or negative current to the
WZ relay according to the position of the point key, pro viding
always that the Jock relay is energised. \\'hen the lock relay is
de-energised a· retaining circuit is provide d over contacls on the
WZ relay itself of correct polarity to maintain it in the last
operated position. The purpose of the series relay LP is to
prevent " preconditioning " of the route an d acts in a similar
manner to the ordinary signal stick relay, that is to say the lock
relay L must be energised before the control key is movecl to
change the position of WZ.
Circuits designed on the pri nciples outlined above were used
in the installation ol H.elay Int erlocking ins t alled at Dayton
Terminal (C.S.A.).
One operator and one direc t or for each 8 hour shift control
the whole of the layout shown in t h e illustration covering a
distance of three miles han dling, approxima t ely 250 train
movements per day. The same territory was formerly handled
by 5 interlocking frames and 39 men daily.
X o review of relay interlocking would be complete without
some mention of the installation at Thirsk on the York-Northallerton section of the L.N .E.R. The cont rol board is arranged
on the rontc lever principle. Interlocking relays are employed
having a mechanical lock between the two armatures.
Limitation of space precludes any analysis of the circuits u sed, but in
principle these correspond to some extent with the circuits for
lever intcr!oclang described earlier in this paper.

Conclusion.
Our esteemed President in his opening address to this
Institution on the 12th of February made some remarks with
reference to signalling generally which apply with equal force
to the subject now un der discussion.
Firstly he made a plea for simplicity, and warned us against
a multi plicity of proving devices ea ch checking th e other against
eventualities that may never arise, and which tend to hinder
rather than assist the work of the signalman.
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Secondly he suggested means for reducing the physical effort
to be expended. Relay interlocking represents perhaps the
ultimate limit in the reduction. of physical effort. The object
aimed at is to enable the man to concentrate entirely on productive effort in moving traffic to the best advantage.
Fi n ally he considered that the solution to a numb er of
problems would be found in a judicious blending of mechanical
and electrical methods.
This paper so far has dealt only wit h electr ic interlocking
as applied to power signalli ng. The methods which have been
described are equally valuable when used in conjunction \.vith

new or existing mechanical apparatus.
For example, when
it is required t o work outlying points by power or to close a signalbox and work the connec t ions from an adjaeent cabin this can
readily be rlone by using a control pan el electrically interlocked
with an existing mechanical frame.
Again should it be desired to obtain the benefit of colour light
signalling while ret aining the simplicity ol mechan ical point
working the interlocking between the mechanical levers and the
slides or miniature levers controlling the signals can most
conveniently be made electrically.
In conclusion , the Author hopes that these notes will assist
in proving that electrical methods are not fundamentally
complicated, and are even in some cases simpler than their
mechanical equivalent, besides bringing other advantages in
the way of greater flexibility.

J}!SCliSSION.

The President said he was sure they had all listened to Mr.
\Vebb's pape r with very great interest. Tha t gentleman had gone
to great pains in the preparation of its details, far more than could
be appreciated whilst listening to him, and he hoped they would
show their interest by placing any questions they might have
before ;\fr. Webb.
At the Council '.\foeting that afternoon the discussion of papers
came under review and the opinion was expressed tha t the
membership generally should be more in evidence in discussions.
He was personally much interested in the growth of the
definition of int erlocking, a.~explained by Mr. Webb. Originally
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with the mechanically operated and interlocked lever frames,
interlocking was understood to be the actual controls between the
levers comprising the fr ame. Facing point locks, detectors, and
slot ting of signals, etc., did not then come under the actual
definition of interlocking, but the features brought out in the
paper struck him as being sound.
Mr. Webb mentioned that a general pr inciple from the traffic
point of view was " the releasing of a route as early as possible ."
This was very necessary and obtainable with track circuiting, but
the President suggested it was also very import ant t o lock a
route as late as possible. Also that when once a route was set up
it should be capable of rapid release in case of emergency. This
was demonstrated not long ago at Victoria Station, Manchester,
adjacent to where they were sitting.
Mr. Robinson and the Inspecting Officer of the :\1inistry of
Transport commended a signalman at that station for his prompt
action in altering the route set for an approaching train and so
avoiding what might have been a very serious mishap .
The means of " insuring t he integrity of the route " could he
debated at length and one had to be content wit h a choice of evils.
The Author stated that generally, with mechan ical interlocking,
the signal levers when reversed alone held the route and beyond
this the responsibility rested with the signalman to protect the
train against derailment.
Many cases had occurred when the integrity of the signa lman
had been utilised to advantage to sidetrack an apprQaching tr ain,
by his being able to disturb t he route set up when , say, that route
had been fouled later.
Enquiries into irregularities had shown that the integrity of
the signalman was not always reliable.
The choice of evil
therefore was:(a) Whether a signalman should be prevented from disturbing the
route when a train was approaching, to prevent derailment ;
or
(h) Whether to rely upon the integri ty of the signalman to disturb
the route when a train was approaching to prevent accident
due to the route being subsequently fouled.
The Presi dent was going to ask the Secretary to make a note
that when an open date occurred a free discussion on ways and
means of " insuring the integrity of t he route " would be very
illuminating and interesting.
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Finally, he really admired Mr. Web b's adroitness in applying
the remarks he made in his Presidential Address to a subject he
had not in tended to deal with.
The President congratulated Mr. \\!ebb on his paper, the first
o( its kind rea.d before the Institution and which he was sure
would lead to an animated discussion. for which purpose it was
now open.

Mr. E. G. Brentnall wished to congratulate Mr. Web b
on his excellent paper. No doubt electrical interlocking would
become much more important in future, and such papers were
valuable as they enabled the whole subject to be discussed. In
Plate T., Fig. 3, I was released hy 2. Why was the E lock provided
on I lever as well as the A lock i \\'hat was the necessity for the
A lock on 2 lever ? The thermal time release circnit shewn in
Plate V., Fig. 15, was interes t ing. In such circuits t he provision
of both heating and cooling contacts were necessary to give a
constant time period for the release. With regard to the route
system circuits shown in Plate VJ., Fig. 16; if an outer home
signal, say 1'o. 5, were provided in rear of No . 3, would the
circuits for Nos. 3 and 5 signals be combined, or would a separate
route circuit be provided for :Ko. S signal ?
A route relay interlocking had been in use at Thirsk on the
:N.E. Area, LS.E. R, since early in 1933 and had proved entirely
satisfactory. The route system made for very quick operation :
as an example, 14 sets of points and the signal leading over them
were operated, by turning one switch, in three seconds . The panel
was only 12 feet in length and was operated by one man. Tw o
were originally employed, but they were in each other's way ;
if a conventional power frame had been provi ded, approximately
170 levers would have l1ecn necessary, with a frame length of
35 feet.
The circuits for a ro ute system were muc h simpler than for an
individual operation systen1, as no conditional interlocking was
required.
Mr. P.A. Langley said it was interesting to note the facilities
which electrical interlocking afforded.
For example : halfrotation or sequential locking between sib'Il.als,was automaticall y
obtained by omit t ing the converse of t he normal lock. Also, as
the Author said, back lacking facilities were obtained by sectional
release route locking, not given in mechanical locking.
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Referring to the tabula t ion of interlocking ; as the circuits
are prepared from this it was veiy important that the terms used
should be perfectly clear. He would like to see the word " backlock" substituted by " reverse luck." Apparently where only
one lock was used for both lever locking and other controls, the
term " backlock " could he interpreted to mean either reverse
or normal indication \or a signal lever, as in Figs. 7 and 8 : 6
ba.cklocked by 9. Would it not be better to say that all signals
should be backloc ked and all pain ts reverse locked ?
Obviously it was necessary to be more precise in ta bulating
electrical locking than it was with mccharrical locking. For
example, all during-stroke locking had to be tabulated.
Here
again he would prefer to see it in the following form. Take for
example lever number 74 locking 87 and 88 normal and reverse.
The during-stroke Jocking for these would read : 74 released by
87N or R and 88X or R Also in tabula t ing the locking 3 locks
1 when 2N it was necessary to inser t it in the rdease column ;
that was to say : 2 released, or was reverse-locked, by 1 when
3 was reverse d. This, of course, was not generally done when
tabulating mechanical locking.
Referring to Fig. 6, very often they found that 2 was released
by 3, and ihen, "ith mechanical locking , I locking 2 normal
and reverse was superfluous. However, with electrical locking
it would appear to be simpler to provide the bothway lock in
preference to the arrangement shown in Fig. 5. The tabulation
should, therefo re, be made accordingly.
Reterring to the lock cirwit for signal number 74 (Fig. 12),
it was noticed that 89 locked 74 during-stroke, but this was not
shown in the tabulation.
It was assumed tha t normal and reverse rear locking of points
by signals was not necessary, as the latter were locked by respective
track circuits. During-stroke locking, however, was necessary for
cases of conditional locking such as 74 backlocked by 125.
126W 89N. Also, was it correct to say that as during-stroke
locking by 87 and 88 was automatically given by the conditional
locking, the tabulation need not show it, any more than it did not
show the during-stroke locking by 89 I
With regard to indication locking, to control the signal lever
normal lock by the trap points detection relay appeared to Mr.
Langley to remove both the objection referred to in methods (a)
and (b) on page 85.
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Provision of two lever locks, one for lever interlocking and one
for other controls, seemed desirable for the following reasons :(i)-The lever interlocking could be isolated and all locks
sealed.
(ii)-Xo confusion between backlocking and reverse locking
would arise.
(iii)-Separate indication to the signalman would be possible
and be would then know if he were tied up by lever locking or
other controls.
Finally, the Speaker asked the Author if he could say wh at
were the main factors which decided whether an installation should
be of miniature lever type or the relay interlocked panel type.
Mr. S. W. Spendlove wished first to express to the President
and Council the thanks and appreciation of his many colleagues
and himself for holding that meeting in Manchester. The majority
of them who were stationed at various points in the North found
it e}<treme)y difficult t o attend meetings in London, and although
they received the Proceedings, they missed the opportunity and
privilege of associating with other members, and of listerung to,
and possibly joining in, the discussions. He was pleased t<>say
that the holding of the meeting there last year resulte d in new
members being enrolled, and hoped similar results would follow·
that day.
The subject of the paper they had heard read was one of
particular and live interest at the present time, and he congratulated the Author upon the selection of one which should
create an interesting and helpful discussion,
The paper uealt principally wit h electric locking as applied to
power signalling and the Author had pointed out the developments
taking place in the direction of dispensing with mecharucal
locking and depending entirely on electric in terlocking in power
frames. This was, of course, an accomplished fact in a number of
new power signalling installations, but the phase of the subject
which, Mr. Spendlove thought, was of particular interest was the
extension of that principle to new or existing mechanical frames,
referred to at the end of the paper. Before dealing with the
diagrams in it, therefore, he would like to refer to the principle
itself, viz., mecharucal versus electric interlocking on mechanical
frames.
The introduction of track circui ts. block control of signa ls,
approach and other locking, had resulted in large numbers of
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electric locks being installed for those purposes, and as such locks
could also be empioycd for interlocking mechanical levers, did it
not seem the correct policy to do this wherever possible, and so
save the expense of alterations to mechanical interlocking ? In
numerous signal-boxes there were already so many electric locks
provided for the controls mentioned, that the addition of very few
electric locks would be necessary completely to interlock the·
frame electrically.
They already depended entirely upon electric locking for
safeguarding and controlling traffic movements of primary
importance, so that it seemed that no arguments could be raised
against its safety or reliability. The amount of lever interlocking
that could be done electrically was prac t ically unlimited, and the
preparatory work that could be done in wiring up such circuits
"~thout interference to the signalman's work made the actual
alterations very much simpler and quicker than with mechanical
locking.
Mr. Spendlove would be obliged if the Author would be good
enough to explain a few points in the diagrams :Plate I., Fig. 3. V.'hat was the necessity for a reverse lock on
lever 1 and a normal lock on lever 2 in the electric interlocking ?
There were none in these positions in the equivalent mechanical
locking.
Fig. 4. \Vhat was the object of the reverse electric lock on
lever I?
Fig. 5. Why was a reverse lock shown for lever I, a nGrmal
lock on lever 2, and a reverse lock on lever 3 ?
Page 79, paragraph 2. Reference was made to Fig. 9. In
the locking table, lever 1:.ilocked 12 in the norma l position, and
6 locked 12 in the reverse position. In Fig. 9, however, both 6
and 13 appe ared to lock 12 norma l and reverse. In Fig. 10, 13
locked 12 normal and 6 locked 12 reverse, in accordance with the
locking table. Should not Fig. 9 be drawn as shown in Fig. 10 ?
Page 79. Loclang t able for levers 59 and 60. Mr. Spendlove
could not reconcile the locking given there with that shown in
Fig. 11, where 59 appeared to be locked normal and reverse by
everytrung. As a catch handle contact was shown as in use, why
should not NA and 1{£ contacts be employed instead of A and E ?
Pages82and83. Paragraphs 5 and 1 respectively. Thisrcferred
to an approach lock with time release in connection with route
locking, and the circuits were shown in Fig. 15. Did it not
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appear from this diagram that if the approach track were
not shunted by the back contact of the stick relay, the
indication lock could be obtained without waiting for the time
relay to operate when replacing the lever with tracks ahead
clear, as the " cold " contact on the thermal relay was normally
made?

It would appear tha t , under the conditions of track occupancy
1,rivenon page 83, paragraph l, the back lock of lever 127 would
be released immediately the backlock tracks had been cleared,
because the " cold " contact of the thermal valve was not broken
until the valve heated up after lever 127 had been placed in the
B position.
It was noticed that, although electric locks were provided on
all point and signal levers, lever contac ts had been used to control
other levers. Ko proving contacts were shown, and the Speaker
would be glad to know if the Author considered it unnecessary to
utilise proving contacts, for proving the levers actually locked.
Mr. T, Palmer said that in the old "B" cabin at Manchester
Central there was a 115 lever frame, 16 locking cases and 1,100
tappets.
At a recent meeting in London someone argued that you could
prove interlocking by seeing the lock driven from one end of the
bar into the slot at the other end. :\Ir. Palmer thought you would
have some difficulty in doing it in that cabin. That lever frame
gave over forty years service, and if the present one gave the
same service it would be a credit to every one concerned, At the
same mee ting someone argued that it was much more difficult to
make an alteration to an electrical than to a mechanical installation, His experience was that it was very much easier to alter an
electrical than a mechanical. You had to be very careful in
preparation, but the actual alteration was very much easier
indeed.
Mr, Palmer was glad to see what Mr. 'vVcbbsaid about proving
traps. He thought tha t traps should be proved in that way, bnt
should not that also apply where you made one lever precede
another for trapping purposes 1 Take a place like Manchester
Central, where many of the points, if not pulled for traffic purposes
were really acting as traps, As to the question of cbecklocking,
where it was installed you had proof that the point was in
correspondence with the lever ; the trouble was slowness of
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operation in having to wait for the indicat ion before the next lever
could be moved. Of the two methods of proving correspondence
between levers and points referred to on page 85, by arrangement
{A) the working was slower as it was necessary to wait for completion of operation before lock free was obtainecl for the next
lever. By method (B) the point lever operations could be completed without waiting for the indication, the final operation of
the signal proving that the levers and points corresponded.
So far, the whole of the installation at Manchester was working
very satisfactorily indeed and gh•ing very little trouble.
Mr. E.W. Challis would like to join the previous speakers
in thanking the Author of the paper. It had been of great interest
to him1 as it was about a subject with which he had been
particularly associated.
On pages 79and80 there were translationsolaninterlocking table.
One railway in this country, that had had considerable experience
of electrical locking, endeavoured to translate the locking into a
table of straight releases, treating every lever as locked until it is
freed, before designing the interlocking circuits. X ow the subject
had developed, Mr. Challis thought the time had come when such
a table should be standardised, and that Mr. Webb had made a
very good effort indeed to arrive at the best solution. The Author
had hit the nail on the head, when he stated very clearly the
necessity for all reciprocal locking t o appear as such on the
interlocking table. With regard tu alterations to electric interJocking circuits , to which certain speakers bad made reference,
the Speaker had been actively associated with electrical interlocking installa tions both at home and abroad, and had seen
extensive alterations made. His experience was that making them
was a matter of simplicity and care; what must be impressed on
the wiremen and inspectors was the necessity for a most careful
check and test afterwards. Mechanical locking alterat ions were
comparatively easy to test out, and elect rical Jocking was just as
easy, up to a point. On the other ha11dit was very difficult to be
able to prove, in the latter case, that nothing had been disturbed
that should not have been , and Mr. Challis advocated that in any
case of alteration, every interlocking circuit having the faintest
relation to it, should be tested with great care, in add iti on to the
actual locking alteration itself.
Mr. J. H. Currey thanked Mr. Webb for his paper. It gave
him an opportunity of raising a point that had been in his mind
7
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ever since he had had any experience with electrical interlocking,
and that was the extreme ingenuity shown by the circuit designers.
Probably for the sake of economy they might start off through
one contact on a relay and, after many wanderings through other
contacts, finish up with as many as thirty, forty or even fifty locks.
Think of the poor lineman who was called out to a fault and had to
follow through one of those diagrams in a hurry. If the circuits
were simpler and not more than, say, five locks were taken off
any one contact, it would enable the lineman to save time when
faults occurred.
Mr. C, Carslake said that the discussion had been exceedingly
interesting and, in view of the President's comments about the
younger members taking the principal part in the discussion,
there was not much left for him to say. One of the principal
things which occurred to him during the discussion was the
question of the simplicity of electric as against mechanical
interlocking. For many years he was definitely against dispensing
with mechanical interlocking in connection with power signalling,
but in the King's Cross installation where mechanical interlocking
was in force, a complicated alteration had to be taken in hand
some weeks after the installation came into operation. This
locking alteration took five consecutive Sundays to carry out,
with all the consequent checking after each stage bad been done,
before ordinary traffic could be resumed. \Vith electric interlocking
this same locking alteration could probably have been done in
one Sunday in about five hours, and from that time onwards,
and also after his experience with Fenchurch Street, Mr. Carslake
had been a very strong advocate of electric interlocking.
The last speaker bad made a very strong point on the question
of simplicity of circuits and he certainly considered that simplilied
circuits, not only for the sake of the maintenance linemen but also
in working and installation, were most important. With one
operating contact carrying a number of important branch circuits
much was liable to go out of order when it was defective, and if
circuit designers on the contractors side could be a little more
generous with their contacts and not so ingenious with their
circuits the railway signal engineers would owe them a debt of
gratitude.
The President invited Mr. \\/ebb to reply to the discussion,
saying he thought it would take him as long to do so as to prepare
the paper.
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Mr. W. H. R. Webb said he would just deal briefly with one
or two points ; the matter of circuits he would rather deal with
after studying the shorthand notes. As regards the President's
remarks, he agreed with him that releasing the route as early as
possible was vitally important , but was not sure he did so as
regards locking it as late as possible. He might put it in this way :
release as early as safety will allow and lock as early as is convenient.
As regards the protection from fouling moves, he thoug ht they
had to make a compromise between approach locking and giving
the signalman an opportunity of moving the points under the
train ; in his opinion it was more important to protect the human
element than the apparatus itself. He had not bad the opportunity
to analyse accident statistics in detail, but believed that if this
were done it would appear that. possibly runety-five per cent. of
accidents were caused by failure of the human element, and not
more than five per cent. hy failure of the mechanical element .
Therefore we should do everything possible to saieguard the
actions of the signalman, rather than guard against unusual
happen ings or apparatus failure. As regards the importance of
backlocking and its desirability, )Ir. Wehb th ought it should be
as complete as possible.
:Mr. Brentnall asked what was the necessity for the A and E
contacts in Fig. 3. As a matter of fact these contacts were not
really essential to give the equivalent of the mechanical loclung
shown in the diagram, but if they were omitted then the electric
lock on lever No. 1 would have to be cut in the X position only
and electric lock on lever No. 2 in the R position only. This
answered one of ~lr. Spendlove 's queries concerning the reason
for cutting the lock on lever No. I in the R position although no
such locking existed in the mechanical locking . ln practice in
all-electric interloc king it was always usual to cut the lock in both
positions so that each lever lock was standard ; the actual locking
required was obtained entirely by means of the circuit arrangement. ::\fr. Brentnall also raised a query regarding the relay
interlocking circuits. The circuits illustrated in the paper had been
drawn simply to illustrate the principles involved. Xaturally
some additional locking would be required in the case o{ a more
complicated layout, hut for the sake of simplicity it was usually
advisable to use one pair of route relays for every opposing move.
Mr. Langley spoke of the tabulation of lever interlocking, and
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this was afterwards stressed by Mr. Challis. The best way to show
electrical interlocking to-day, as Mr. Challis suggested, was to
use a table of releases, every lever heing normally locked until it
was freed. The ta ble as transl ated by the circuit man could
well he used in the first place, and no doubt that woul d take place
.assoon as more people got used to designing electrica l interlocking.
In many cases electrical locking tables were pre pared by a ma,1
with previous experience of mechanical locking, who, of course.
prepared them in the way familiar to him. It was then necessary
for the circuit desipier to translate this into the fonn mentione d
by :.\fr. Challis.
Mr. Langley also raised t he question of one lock 1!ersustwo and
of scaling the lever interlocking. One lock or two was a matter of
individual preference and depended on the mecharrism of the
frame . Electric track locking was equally important as lever
interlockiug, and if the lever interlocking was to he scaled so
shonld any track locking.
11:lr.Webb was very glad to have Mr. Spendlovc's further
arg,1mcnt in favour of electric interlocking. One of his queries
cor,cerning the circuits he had dealt with in reply to Mr. Brentnall;
the remainder he hoped to amplify in a written reply.

Mr. Palmer was thanked for the very interes t ing information
he had given concerning the old Manchester cabins. On the
question of the interlocking of traps, \Ir. Webb agreed with him
entirely on the matter of principle, but from the practical point of
view it was necessary tu make a compromise to avoid undue
complication.
:Vlr. Currey spoke of simplifying interlocking circuits and
suggest ed it would be simpler if separate cont acts were used for each
particular one. That would of course multiply the total number
of contacts required and Mr. Webb suggested that the circuits
were not in fact simpler when a vast number o[ contacts were used ,
because there was then a greater number of possib le points of
failure. Mr. Currey suggested that the failure of one contact might
affect 40 or 50 locks. While this vrns quite true theoretically he
believed that, provided a lineman knew his job thoroughly, as of
course he should, he womd know at once that that combination
of 40 locks meant a failure of th at one contact and he would be
able to go right to the point. Finally he would like to thank Mr.
Carslakc for his very interesting remarks on the comparative
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ease of making an alteration to electric int erlocking as compared
with mechanical interlocking.
In a further writ t en reply Mr. Webb said he found there were
one or two points not covered in his spoken remarks. Mr. Spend,
love enquired the necessity !or cert ain locks in Figs. 4 an<l 5.
The same remarks applied as in the case of Fig. 3 ; although
these Jocks were not really necessar y to give the equivalent of
mechanical locking they would he supplied for the sake of
standardisation.
Regarding Figs. 9 an cl lO an<l the locking in Fi g. 11, the
reasons for it were explained somewhat briefly in the second
paragraph on page 79 of the paper. The condition was as follows :Lever Ko, 6 locked 12 in t he reverse position because until 12
had been pulled lever 6 would remain locked. This ar ose from a
condition not shown in th e figure , which was 6 released by 12,
operated on a separate circuit. The same fact had to he horne in
mind when comparing the locking shown on the tables on pages 79 &
80 with t he circuits in Figs. 11 and 16. Regarding the necessity
for A and E contacts, as catch handles are employed , Mr. Webb
woul<l say that these were mos t necessary and that NA and RE
contacts could not be used in their ste ad. If this were done it
might he possib le with two levers which locked each othe r , for a
condition to arise enabling both levers to be ohtained at once ;
both locks woul<l be energised iJ the levers were pulle<l simultaneously.
With reference to Fig. l~ , he agreed Lhat the lever could be
replaced without waiting for the time release, except when the
approach track was occupied. It should he remembere d that for
the signal to be clear t he stick relay must be up, so th at although
the cold contact of the thermal relay was normally made the back
contact of the stick relay was normally broken.
With reference to page 83, paragraph I, on the same suhject,
it was intended t hat the hack lock should be free under the
conditions stated, in view of the fa.ct that the time release only
fnnct ioned in connection with the approa ch locking and not in
connection with the hack locking track circuits. Proving contacts
on electric Jocks were not considered necessary. at any rate in the
case o! power frames in which the lock had a deJinite mechanical
throw down, as was usual in most designs. The int roduction of
proving contacts would un<loubtedly complicate the installation
unduly, without giving any equivalent benefit in add itional
safety.
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The President expressed thanks to :Messrs.Dohnan and Box,
Jnr., for proyjding the lantern and screen and for operating the
lantern.
lt was, he said, exceedingly gratifying to find such a large
attendance at a meeting in the provinces ; if it was not a record
meeting it was very nearly so. The Council were most anxious to
continue the provincial meetings. He was pleased to find among
them a number of interested visitors. There might be some there
on a kind oJ trial trip to sec whether the Tnstitution was worth
joining. There were about fifteen present from MetropolitanVickers, who were connected actively with the manufacture of
signal appliances. They had :\lr. Brookes, the engineer in charge
of the Signal Department there, and Mr. Simes, who was superintendent of a department also dealing with signalling at Metropolitan-Vickers.
He suggested they should pu t in application
forms and encourage those they controlled to do likewise.
:\fr. Webb must have been much gratified to have such interest
taken in his paper. It was the kind they wanted mure frequently
at their meetings, and was particularly interesting, as that
afternoon they had had an opportunity of seeing an actual installation. If there were any more quer ies, those of them who
attended the Summer !>foetingwould have a further opportunity
of stating them. He did not think Mr. \Vebb really wanted a vote
of thanks because he had already had that in their attention and
their reception oJ the paper, hut they would be lacking if they
did not say ; " Thank you very much ! "
The paper came to be prepared because when he was elected
President he saw t hat they were going t o be short of papers during
his year of office. Subsequently he met llfr. Webb on Euston
Station and said to him : '' You are the very man l am looking
for. I want a paper from you," and this one was the result.
He said to them all" go you and do like"ise." If they would it
would give a great in1pelus tu the Institution and cert ainly be
the means of helping to get better discussions and more papers
than they had had in the past. He asked them to show their
appreciation of Mr. Webb's efforts with acclamation. Members
did so and Mr. Webb expressed his acknowledgments.
The President announced that the next meet ing would be
held in London on ·May 20th, at the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, when a paper entitled·· Electro-Pneumatic Signalling "
would be read bT Mr. K S. Proud.

